A sprig of __ adds colorful garnish as well as flavor to a drink
Many people drink hot or spiced __ during the winter
You can use fresh or frozen __ to blend or garnish a drink
Fresh squeezed __ tastes best
For people who like steamed milk with their espresso
Coffee drink made with chocolate
Mix different juices, sodas and even ice cream to make a festive __
__ tea is a southern favorite
Cream or sugar?
A smoothie is a blended drink, a __ is different juices and teas mixed
Non-alcoholic versions of popular bar drinks are called __
You need a __ if you plan on making a smoothie
Smoothies made with fresh fruit and little sugar are __ for you
Add __ powder to smoothie to make it more like a meal
Soft drinks are __ or __ depending on where you’re from
Be __ and experiment by trying different recipes and blends
Rich, concentrated coffee shots either straight or added to drinks
Crushed __ __ are best rapidly chilling a drink
Lime, strawberry or raspberry can be added to this summertime staple
Fruit provides many __ to help you stay healthy
Drinks, hot or cold, are typically called __
Smoothies are quick and easy to make for __ or a snack
In the Eighties people took the Pepsi __ to pick their favorite cola
Mixed with hot or cold milk, __ powder or syrup makes a good drink
Milk and a favorite ice cream blended smooth and creamy
Coffee with a bit of foam on top
Iced tea and lemonade are favorite __ drinks to beat the heat
If you don’t want to be kept awake at night, drink __ coffee after dinner
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